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Restricted Groups Tables

 

If you worked through the examples in Chapter 6, you got to do a little experimenting with the 
Restricted Groups functionality within Group Policy. As a quick refresher, Restricted Groups 
allows you to control the following:
�

 

The membership of security groups that you create in Active Directory
�

 

The security group membership on groups created on member machines (workstations 
or servers)

�

 

The security groups that are nested within each other

To get started with Restricted Groups, first create a new GPO. Then follow these steps:

 

1.

 

Traverse to Computer Configuration �

 

 Windows Settings �

 

 Security Settings �

 

 Restricted 
Groups.

 

2.

 

Right-click the Restricted Groups node and choose “Add Group” from the shortcut menu 
to open the “Add Group” dialog box.
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Restricted Groups Tables

 

You’re concerned with the “Members of this group” and “This group is a member of” 
sections. At this point you can add users or groups to either section. (That’s right. You can add 
users to the “This group is a member of” section.) As I said in Chapter 6, you don’t actually have 
to tell this section about a group. You can lie to it and tell it about a user. When you do so, that 
user is ensured of being in the group.

I encourage you to first try the exercises in Chapter 6 before experimenting. Different domain 
modes allow for different levels of group nesting. And you can nest a lot of different types, depending 
on whether you’re working with local accounts (on workstations, SQL servers, and so on) or with 
accounts you can “browse” to within Active Directory.

 

How to Use These Tables

 

These tables explain the possibilities within Restricted Groups. There are three variables:
�

 

Which function am I using? (“Members of this group” or “This group is a member of”)
�

 

What is the domain mode?
�

 

What kind of account am I trying to manipulate?(local group, local user, Active Directory 
group, Active Directory user)

To use this chapter and these tables, first note the title of the section. For example, the next 
section is “Manipulating Active Directory Groups (and Active Directory Users) via Restricted 
Groups.” That section contains two tables: Members of This Group and This Group Is a Mem-
ber Of. Select a table, read the first column to get the first half of the sentence, and then read 
the first row to complete the sentence.

You can determine many outcomes from each table. For example, from Table 3.1, you can 
answer several questions:
�

 

Can I use Restricted Groups to force a universal group into a universal group when the 
domain mode is Windows 2000 Native or Windows 2003 (Full Functional)? Answer: Yes.

�

 

Can I use Restricted Groups to force a domain user into a domain local group when the 
domain mode is Windows 2000 (Mixed)? Answer: No.

�

 

Can I use Restricted Groups to force a domain local group into a universal group when the 
domain mode is Windows 2000 (Mixed)? Answer: Not possible.

 

The original material for these tables comes courtesy of Microsoft. Although 
I’m sure Microsoft made every effort to ensure that the data in the tables is 
sound, I encourage you to verify the scenarios you want to use in a test lab 

 

before rolling them out into production.



 

Manipulating Active Directory Groups (and Active Directory Users) via Restricted
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Manipulating Active Directory 
Groups (and Active Directory Users) 
via Restricted Groups

 

T A B L E 3 . 1

 

Members of This Group

 

 

into a 

universal 

group 

when the 

domain 

mode is 

Windows 

2000 

(Mixed)?

into a univer-

sal group 

when the 

domain mode 

is Windows 

2000 Native or 

Windows 

2003 (Full 

Functional)?

into a 

global 

group 

when the 

domain 

mode is 

Windows 

2000 

(Mixed)?

into a global 

group when 

the domain 

mode is 

Windows 

2000 Native 

or Windows 

2003 (Full 

Functional)?

into a 

domain 

local group 

when the 

domain 

mode is 

Windows 

2000 

(Mixed)?

into a domain 

local group 

when the 

domain mode 

is Windows 

2000 Native 

or Windows 

2003 (Full 

Functional)

 

Can I use 
Restricted 
Groups to 
force a 
universal 
group…

Not 
possible

Yes Not 
possible

No Not 
possible

Yes

Can I use 
Restricted 
Groups to 
force a 
global 
group…

Not 
possible

Yes No Yes Yes Yes

Can I use 
Restricted 
Groups to 
force a 
domain 
local 
group…

Not 
possible

No No No No Yes

Can I use 
Restricted 
Groups to 
force a 
Domain 
User…

Not possi-
ble

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
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Restricted Groups Tables

 

Remember that you can "lie" to the "This group is a member of" section and sup-

 

ply a user name instead of supplying a group. (Not that you necessarily should.)

 

T A B L E 3 . 2

 

This Group Is a Member Of

 

 

into a 

universal 

group when 

the domain 

mode is 

Windows 

2000 

(Mixed)?

into a 

universal 

group when 

the domain 

mode is 

Windows 

2000 Native 

or Windows 

2003 (Full 

Func-

tional)?

into a 

global 

group when 

the domain 

mode is 

Windows 

2000 

(Mixed)?

into a 

global 

group when 

the domain 

mode is 

Windows 

2000 Native 

or Windows 

2003 (Full 

Func-

tional)?

into a 

domain 

local group 

when the 

domain 

mode is 

Windows 

2000 

(Mixed)?

into a 

domain 

local group 

when the 

domain 

mode is 

Windows 

2000 Native 

or Windows 

2003 (Full 

Func-

tional)?

 

Can I use 
Restricted 
Groups to 
force a uni-
versal 
group…

Not 
possible

Yes Not 
possible

No Not 
possible

Yes

Can I use 
Restricted 
Groups to 
force a glo-
bal group…

Not 
possible

Yes No Yes Yes Yes

Can I use 
Restricted 
Groups to 
force a 
domain 
local 
group…

Not 
possible

No No No No Yes

Can I use 
Restricted 
Groups to 
force a 
Domain 
User…

Not 
possible

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes



 

Manipulating Local Groups (and Local Users) via Restricted Groups
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Manipulating Local Groups (and Local 
Users) via Restricted Groups

 

Table 3.3 was produced with Windows XP/SP2 (beta). Be sure to verify your 
results in the test lab with your target operating system before rolling out into 

 

production.

 

T A B L E 3 . 3

 

Members of This Group

 

 

into a local group when the 

domain mode is Windows 

2000 (Mixed)?

into a local group when the 

domain mode is Windows 

2000 Native or Windows 2003 

(Full Functional)?

 

Can I use Restricted Groups to 
force a universal group…

Not possible Yes

Can I use Restricted Groups to 
force a global group…

Yes Yes

Can I use Restricted Groups to 
force a local group…

No No

Can I use Restricted Groups to 
force a local user…

Yes Yes

 

T A B L E 3 . 4

 

This Group Is a Member Of 

 

 

to be a member of a local 

group when the domain mode 

is Windows 2000 (Mixed)?

to be a member of a universal 

group when the domain mode 

is Windows 2000 Native or Win-

dows 2003 (Full Functional)?

 

Can I use Restricted Groups to 
force a universal group…

Not possible No

Can I use Restricted Groups to 
force a global group…

Yes No

Can I use Restricted Groups to 
force a local group…

No No
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Restricted Groups Tables

 

Remember that you can "lie" to the "This group is a member of" function and 
supply a user name instead of supplying a group. (Not that you necessarily 

 

should.)

Can I use Restricted Groups to 
force a local user…

Yes Yes

Can I use Restricted Groups to 
force a domain local group…

Yes Yes

Can I use Restricted Groups to 
force a domain user…

Yes (should be included in 
Windows XP with SP2)

Yes (should be included in 
Windows XP with SP2)

 

T A B L E 3 . 4

 

This Group Is a Member Of

 

(continued)

 

 

to be a member of a local 

group when the domain mode 

is Windows 2000 (Mixed)?

to be a member of a universal 

group when the domain mode 

is Windows 2000 Native or Win-

dows 2003 (Full Functional)?
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